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The purpose'of this report" is to evaluate and analyze the student 

evaluation form currently In use at Oakton Community College.- This form,_ 

which has been used $1 nee the spring semester of 1976, has never been sub-

jected.to systematic study, We have made many assumptions about'it, and have 
included on it for the first time data about'students as well as about
student evaluations of faculty; however, these student data have never 
been used to crosscheck the overall means and standard deviations which 
have been the'basis of interpretation. 

The actual purpose of Student evaluation of faculty has, I
believe, been subject to question. Essentially evaluation can be for
two distinct purposes: first, to discriminate among faculty on some
predetermined criteria, so that faculty can bs ranked, classified, or
somehow nated against each other; or two, to provide student feedback 
for faculty in ord&r that student-teacher relationships, classroom per-
formance, and-course organizat1«ti by faculty members can be improved.
-The second purpose does not imply rating faculty or establishing stan- 
dardized criteria. Because these purposes are so distinct, the evaluation 
form used in each ^system can be drawn very differently. Unfortunately, 
I think at Oakton we have neither clarified our purpose—we have talked 
of both, as though they were one--nor constructed an instrument to suit 
either objective. I do'not believe this was intentional, and we have suf-
fered frustration, anger, and hurt from our own best intentions. Never-
the!ess, since the college does seem  committed to evaluation, and since
the merit system will no longer raise red herrings in' the way of evaluation,
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my own view is that we can start afresh to first,'clarify the purpose, of 

our evaluation, and second, construct an evaluation process *nd instrument-—

to achieve our purpose, this paper seeks to provide'riecessary background

for these tasks.' 

The State of the Study of Student Evaluation 

Hundreds- of articles have .been published about student evaluations

•of faculty. Among the" more complete reviews of literature are those

presented by Costln, e_^* al. (1971);pasen (1977); and Sha.velson and

Dempsey-Atwood (1976), Generally they found that student evaluation 

forms can have a high degree of validity and-.reliability, and that

mixed evidence exists about relationships among a variety of 'vaViables 

such as expectedgrade and teacher ratings (see-below). ,,The literature about

student evaluations relies primarily on work done at four-yeai< 

colleges-and universities, although some work using community college 

students has been done (Ostrowskl, 1975K This 1s disturbing, because

the community colleges by design tend to put more emphasis -on excellence

1n "teaching than do senior Institutions and because community college 

student bodies ape very heterogeneous and may have differing standards

from populations at four-year schools. 

A major'finding which consistently emerges from research on student 

evaluations is thatevaluations are multidimensional..' Two or more 

contlnua underlay student perceptions of teaching, and faculty who- rank 

"highly along one continuum may or may not rank highly along another 

one. While the number and definitions of continua implicit iji any 

single evaluation Instrument differ from one study to the next, certain"-

similarities occur. Bolton, e_t. al_. (1976) analyzed eleven separate



studies of student evaluation' whtcti together had Isolated 75. factors; 

The/'conc1uded that these 75 factor*, could be'reduced:. td six major "dfraen- 

slons, effort, demanded by the instructor, Instructor's prepartjtlort. a.nd 

'organlza'tlon. Instructor's evaluation of student performance, instructor 's

knowledge of' t.he'SjuWect, value of the bourse-' to .the student, and 1n-

structor'.* friendliness and regard for students. They concluded, that

"the^evaluatfon Instrument. which students 'complete should be scored 

.within the major categories, generating a profile of -iubscale score j m the 

dimensions of teaching performance" (p. 119). 

A second major concern evidenced by studies, of student evaluations 

.is that of the methodology, employed. Essentially three variants of

determining mean scores on ratings' instruments are possible: wltWn-class 

ratings, across-class ratings, and between-class Ratings. Within-class

ratings use each student evaluation as the, un4t of measurement; because

all studentsare 1n the same class variables such as tnstructor^oMfferences,

subject matter-d1fferenc.es, and ambience 'within the c.lassroom are held 

constant. However, because these are hefd constant differences* between 

disciplines, teachers, t1mes-of-day, etc., cannot be measured. A more serious

problem for. measuring- within class means is that a .large class

is required. At Oakton the average 'number of students rating an Instructor 

'in 3 class 1slO-l5j this is too small a number to control for differences 

among 'students within the particular cTass. Pasen (1977) used nearly.

500 students 1n a basic literature class for:h1s with1n-class study.

.Across-class ratings use as the unit of analysis each student

•response without regard for 'the class «1n which the evaluation is ocourlng.

This 1s the easiest .method- to employ, but 1t results 1n the loss of 
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experience.unique to a particular class. Whjtely and Doyle ,(1976) recommend

•th'at "across-class, analysis hot be used because it confounds within and

between class correlations amonj variables. However, they themselves have, 
used this approach (Doyle .and:,Whitely,, 1974); Across-class ratings are 

.used in, the analysis of Oaktondajta. presented below. 
Between:-class ratings'used as the unit for analysis, the.mean scores 

of ea,ch class, rather than the scores of each evaluator. This approach 
has. the advantage of'reducing theMmpact of extreme evaluations, assumimg 
that they balance out within -the class. It also accounts for unique class 
situations,.since the class as a whole rather than the students within the 
class is-the evaluator^ Between-class rating's are also utilized in the 

data analysis below; 

Thfe abundance of studies about student.evaluations noted above make a 

succinct summary of findings impossible. The contradictions within the

Literature.make even 'an attempt at this .frustrating. However, I havechoseni

to select out some findings which seem to me most germaine to the concerns 

enunciated by Oakton faculty and administration-during our own informal 

analyses of the student evaluation instrument. "The.reader should remember

that these are suggestive findings; not definitive ones, and the instrument,

.Student sample, type of institution,, and timing of evaluation are among the. 

the variables which may have affected these results.

Variables Affecting Evaluation 

One of the questions most frequently jposed about student evaluations

is the affect of grades on ratings of instructor's. Eagle.(197?) found that 

student's expected grades were not correlated wltn their overall impression



of their courses, and Costiit St. 'al* {9?lh In' an-extensive literature 

review^ Suggest that there Is mixed evidence .aboui.the correlation between 

actual grades' received and 'evaluations;.,. Pasen (1?7.7) did. f1nd that, within 

a jingle class there Mas an affect between expected grade and course aval u- 

atlons. Centra (1977) 'and Doyle ind Whitely ,(1974). used mean standardized

final .examination scores. as. a measure 'of course grades and found there' 

was. some relationship, to various ̂ measures of instructor and course ef-

fectiveness,' On the whole, then, 1t appears ..that evidence on all sides'. 

of .this question can be found.-- 

A second, question often raised at Oak ton tias been whether the "enter*' 

tainer" .teacher is rewarded with good evaluations. Xostin et.. iV. (19/11 

found no evidence of this, although. Battle and Fabick (1975) did. However, 

studies consistently 'find that faculty enthusiasm is related to positfve 

evaluations (Costing et..aL, iSn^'and it may be that enthusiasm and 

'the value of "entertain^ 05" may spill over each other, 

Students I_1k1ng for the subject and interest in the course are related 

to positive evaluations .( Doyle an^J Whitely^ 1974), a.s is. the 'student's 

maj.or.. (Pasen,' 1977)-. However,' evidence a.bout .the affect of required and 

elective courses on evaluations is mixed (Costin, e_J.. al_., 1971). 

..In sum, then,, it appears that 'whatever ideas one has abput the variables 

affecting evaluations, one can find evidence to support those ideas. Thus.

1t seems to me imperative that a strong effort be made "to, undef stand what 

'variables affect evaluations at Oakton.

Th'ere is another set of concerns about what, variables affect evalu-

ations.- These concerns operated in the realm of psychology and philosophy 

mdre than specific student characteristics, but they are, I think, important 

to note. 



One.of the unknowns,w1th '"which we\-are, operating, at Qakton, 1s, What 
framesamesof reference,or. ^anchors." (Pasen, 1977) students are using as they 

.evaluate-lTistructbrs.v Students may well .have Internal criteria-against' 

.which they .measure, thei/- instructors. Jhese. internal (criteria ..maybe* 
for. example, a student's best, worst, or average teacher (Qresha, 1975). 
.Thaibji,'.students may be implicitely measuring l;he Instructor .be1ng. 
evaluated against some other real or; Ideal teadher, and the choice 6f that 
referent may^'dr may, not affect evaluation outcomes.. Follmah > .et..al..' 
(1974)"performed an experiment to test this, .and found.the .referent made 
'littia difference; however, they assigned fefere^ts'.tb students. What we 
'at Oafcton do not know and have notasked 1s vjhlch/frame of reference 
'students,are opting to use, 

Another'Internal constraint wMcH -may be- affecting evaluations is. 
"students'/.implicit theories about teaching characteristics which occur'
.'together (Vfhltely and 6oyle,' 1976). Students may.'haye identified .clusters
'of teacher behavior through past «xperiehces and In evaluating teachers 

assume that the occurrence of ofle^such behavioi''.1s accompanied by the 
occurence of related behaviors, even 1f this does not occur 1n fact. 
For example,;students may'have implicit notions that' a teacher who is 
enthusiastic about her-subject" 1s alsb responsive to students; thus,
the enthusiastic teacher wil 1 be^rated positively on responsiveness'•
whether or not she is in fact responsive. 

Finally, Morey.et.-a^. (197^) found that faculty have d1.fferi.ng 
conceptions abou^ what constitutes good teaching, as' do students. Neither 
group, espec1alTy faculty, have reached consensus about this. .'Furthermore,

do not give the same importance, of'weight, .to the' qualities which'
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are rated positively, \Morey-and Mi colleagues recommend that weighing"' 

.items-for, Importance before determfyi^ 
4 more accurate* picture ''of''evaluations...' 

As^this turspry research note Indicates, a variety of studies have 
'ieeri conducted jn the general area of student evaluations of faculty^ .and.. 
a'variety of cipnclnslons, have been reached. Probably.'the niost;pervasive, 
cc-nt'tusl.on ^f all 'is that there 1s a great deal, about student evaluations 

,,;that .we db. not. |?now, fhls paucity of knowledge 1s Important ifor sever'al 
reasons.' .For those.concerned abjQut processes df'learning and,teaching,

/data about factors contributing to achievement.and positive'feelings 

toward learning (not necessarily the same thing), are crucial 'to the.develop 

ment of" systematic learning theories and .successful teaching 'techniques.; 

For those concerned about accountability of educators--and I choose'tq^ 

View this term as a positive bne-rCpnnectlons between- tfie'inputs to the 

educat16na.l system and'the outputs'of that system must b£ made.' Meredith

(1975 <)' 'suggests three outcomes of Instruction 1n Higher education are 

.Identifiable: production, satisfaction, and growth. I, think-that viewing

student evaluations as one tool for measuring outcomes d/ the educational 

System underscores the Institutional need for such evaluations. Eva.luat1ons< 

as Ivlew them., are a method for providing feedback to faculty; in turn 

,faculty-c*an use this. 1nformat1o|f to upgrade their own 'teaching. 

I have spent time reviewing methodological.and philosophical Issues

of. student evaluation-.and current findings .for a specific reason:, to.

Illustrate the complexity of the ?ubjecl;, and the fact that while many 
researchers have carefully Stud'1 ed;student eva-luatlons, consensus about 
variables affecting ratings and even .the dimensions along which ratings- 
are "assigned Is not present. In one sense, then, the analysis'below
contributes to. this-confusion. In another; I hope 1t reduces confusion 
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the' Oakton Student Evaluation Form: An> Analysis'^.' 

'.The first step-in evaluating the Instrument was. to,determine corre-.^ 
1 a tl on s between each; question (variable) dri the^itistrunient. (For exac.t 
wording of 1tems;'and. short titles used jsee,appendix^i.) Pearson's corre-,,-
lation referred to .-'is Pearson's;f or'^implyir^: was vs^.-as'/the statistic. 
to measure congruence of responses -for'.palrs. of vaf 1 ab1 es-.. The correlation varies

from 1 to.-1| with a pbs.itive score indicating that/a high value ob 
one 'variable.;1s;'related *t!b^^a'high value on -;i second .variably; A negative
score[Indicates that a high value .onbne-.vaHable; Is related- to a low value.. 

^on Jhe second variable..' Pearson's Kassumes that .the; realtiohshlp between
yar^ab'les is. linear (Garson, 1971).

A summary.'of means and standard deviations of aU eva.luabi.ve items Is; 
-..presented in.Table 1*. As bot|t the.low,Tneans and rnoderate ;standard deviation^ 

suggest,little .discrimination among responses was'obtained by the'survey 
['..instrument.' All means are strong! j positive».and differences teid t° be 

small. This shogld be borne 1n mind is the analysis contihuesj -we^are 
forking^essentially with mirtimat differences'; 

...Three items on :the instrument measured student'Jnputs.and expectations 
from the'course,. Nearly|.half th^* students Indicate they prepare;; fjj£,cl ass 

always or almost always, and another 86% say they'do.so often. Over.,801!. 
/'c|a1m to attend always, of almost always. Given the constant concern about,' 

low preparation and attendance evidenced by faculty, how can .these ccinr- 
scfentlousrespohdents be explained? Whi.le the delta do not.Tend-themselves 
to" interpre'tatfoni' several speculations are, 'plausible. One, the, fall .1976!• 
evaluations were given early in the 'lentf, before''Ihfe noticeable drop the 
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last th1rd of. the termn Two, students answering 'the questionnaire'are 

conscientious; but they are no^ representative of the entire population..''; 

Three,respondents aregiving them^e!;yevmore credit;than Is warranted. 

And four, a\ combination of-these.. Grade expectations, also place students'. 

in;.a favorable light .and Illustrate grade Inflation:" nearly 35* of. 

students expect an A, and.over 80X expect an A or.a B t Aga1n t the ear)y' 

administration: may have'affected .these,expectations; but clearly students' 

anticipate'high grades-. 

Table'2 provides Pearsonls correlatjons f'orrail variables measured.. 

across-claises. Correlations^amohg the'Items measOrlng faculty performance' 

and^cours6.organization ^questions 1 through!; 14) range from a'jmoderate 

.273 between Items 4 .and-13, to a substantial .678 between items 8 and 9, 

Of more; interest.that; these,.however, 1s- the correlation between,variables

•'measuring student input to a course and the evaluationof that Course.

'Items IS and 16 measure-how often, by thellf'own admission,' students" 

prepare for.and attend class.. The .low correlations suggestthat 'fre- 

'quency of attendance and/or preparation for cjass are not related strongly 

.•to positive evaluations of the class. Item 17 measures the relationship'. 

between.expected grade and class evaluation; once again, correlations are

-Jow. Expectations of good grades are '-riot related to positive evaluations:* 

although.there is a relationship between frequency of preparation,and ex 

pectations of high grades, not a surprising finding. Item |8 jisks whether 

the course is elective or required for the student. Required courses were 

coded'.l; elective-courses were coded 2i and if the student did-.not know if the 

^course was required, a value of 3*was assigned. Nearly 64% of the responses.'

indicated the .course was required, and one-quarter said" 1t was elective.

The remaining 141 either didn't know or-had ah Invalid'response, felven the" 



'wide .latitude' students have in selecting courses beyond/corerequirements, 

it 1s llkely-'that maity students'taking courses .fulfilling general requirements 

(e.g., .three credits of 'any '.sociaV'science) Interpret this as absolute, re-

quyemenfs/ -On the whale, all correlations .are exceedingly' small. There 

.-is little 'support 'for the assumption that .students for whonva course .is

required evaluate thebourse differently,: than those for whom.;It is an 
'.electiwe-,. 

'Table 3 presents Pearson's. correlations for'between-class, analysis.

'The same general, pattern evidenced.across-.cl asses 1s present batween-d asses 

as:well> although correlations are.off the whole, higher, there Is a moderate 

relvatlonship-between how.often the class as a whole prepares and evalu- 

ations for the course,, Uttle evidence Is available that courses which 

.have a large.number of students forwhorn^the course is-required are evaluated« 

differently from courses which are for.the most part elective. 

Both tables 2 and 3 provide support for the'notion that positive 

.evalu^tipnSfof the course and Instructor (iteiiis 1 through l"4) are correlated, 

.with the student's recommending, the course to o.thers. (see coefficients

in last rfiw. of each tabl.e). Course recommendations are not, however,'- 

strongly related to;student's attendance,*;preparation, expected grade,

or whether or not the course was required. 

OneTof. the frustrations 1r) dealing with large numbers of Pearson's

correlations as presented In the above two tables is the difficulty of 

'.Interpreting patterns. As noted, in the discussion of literature above, 

virtually all -'Studies of student evaluations- have determined that evaluation occurs

along several-cpntinua which are both-conceptually and empirically distinct from

each other;. In order to determine whether the Oakton .evalu- 

..atlon distinguishes among two or more contlnua; a'factor analysis on 
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across-clasi arid on between-class evaluations was performed. This analysis- 
determined whether two or more dimensions underlay the evaluation Items 1
through 14 on the 'survey Instrument. In other words, what .Items share a 
common underlying factor with what other Items? (Garson, 1971).

For those knowledgable ami-Interested .Tn the factor .analysis statistics, 
Tables 4 and 5 present factors extracted before rotation and factor loadings
using both orthogonal and oblique rotations for across-class and between-
class'anatysls, respectively. The,most Important finding, I believe,'1s 
that'several distinct continuua do not underlay the Oakton evaluation items. 
Only two .factors were extracted from the correlation matr.lx, and the first 
factor explains 89.7J of the explained variance 1n Items 1n the across-class
analysis and 89.2J of the explained variance 1ri 1 tails In the between-rdass
analysis. The second factor explains l&.3t and 10.8X of the explained
variance, respectively. 

•The oblique rotation factor pattern, which presents the unique loadings 
of each Item on the two variables, provides • clearer picture of Hems' 
relattonshlp'-to each other than does the orthogonal factor matrix. It
appears that Items 1,2,10,11,12, and 13 load most highly on factor I. Items
5,6, and 7 load most highly on factor II. Item's 8,9, and 14 load moderately 

on both factors. Items 3 and 4 load on factor II, but more moderately than

do Items 5,6, and 7.' The higher the loading of a. variable on a factor, 

the higher the proportion of variance In that variable explained by that 

factor,

Factor analysis was used as a method for teasing out of the Pearson's 
correlation matrix systematic patterns among evaluation Items. In order 
to extend the analysis and at the same time to reduce the number of variables
under consideration, I constructed 

 

two Indices for use as dependent 

variables. The first Index Is the mean score on items 1,2, and 10 

through 13. I have labeled this scale Course Cohesion, because It
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draws' from. Items relating to course organization,"clarify, and 

the helpfulness of assignments in meeting coVse" objectives. I

nave labeled the second scale Instructor Affect. It consists of the.
'mean score on items 5,6, and 7, which measure instructor's tesponsiveness*.

sensitivity, and enthusiasm. Analysis below, then, uses the^e' two scales

'as dependent variables.. 
Table 6 presents multiple correlations for across and between-class 

analysis, using Course Cohesion and Instructor Affect as dependent variables. 

T,hree independent variables were used-in between-class analysis, and four 

independent variables were used ^cross-class. All variables are measures of. the 

amount of effort and/or concern students placed in the class. Whether a 

'class is required was used only in the across-class analysis,'because this is 

a variable relevant only to the Individual student, not a measure of the. 

class as. a whole; a single course can be, for example, required for some 

students and .an elective for others. The R2 in each dependent variable 

section is the amount of variance' in that dependent variable explained by 

the independent variablestaken together. Thus course means for students' 

expected grades, preparation, attendance, and expected grade •explain only 

13! of the variance in across-class means on the index-course cohesion. The 

moderate Rzs reaffirm that-these student-related independent variables are 

not, on the whole/ powerful explanations of varying evaluations (although 

they may be powerful for -particular courses or faculty members). 

Conclusions and Recommendations Regarding the Evaluation Instrument

I am concerned about the faflure o.f the current student evaluation in 

strument to discriminate-more clearly between-.positive and negative aspects 

of course organization, faculty performance, classroom ambience, etc. Further, 

I am concerned that despite our addltion'of student-data to the instrument, 

we have failed" to utilize these data. I.suggest that these fallings derive 

from several sources:



1. We have constructed tlie survey Instrument $o that alt Items are 

worded positively- Thus th"e response "all or almost alVof the time" 1s 

always appropriate for positive evaluations, and never appropriate for 

critical ones. This can easily -lead to a response set, a situation in which 

respondents are lulled into a pattern of response without their having to- 

think very carefully about the particular Item under* consideration. This, 

in turn, provides faulty data. 

2. We have weighted all/items a? equally important 1n calculating an

overall course evaluation mean. Thus faculty who do not give tests, for 

example, but whom stduents persistently evaluate on Item 13, are judged on 

this as' well as more, appropriate .items. 

3. We have not subjected out instrument; to even rudimentary validity

and reliability analysis'. We have Yiiade assumptions about these qualities

without testing for them. I believe that much of the skepticism about the 

'evaluation form 1s rooted 1n distrust of 1t, and part of this distrust 1s

legitimately rooted 1n the fact that we have not taken the time and effort to

understand our Instrument before using 1t. 

4. We have not adequately used the data available on the form as it 

now stands. It wfliild not be'difficult to determine such simple, facts as 

whether students taking a course because it is required evaluate their

Instructor'3ifferently from those who elected to take.the course for each

Instructor interested 1n this. By failing to personalize data analysis we 

have prohibited instructors from taking maximum advantage of information 

available 1n raw form on the Instrument.

5. We have <Jon'sisten1y constructed our'own form without exploring the 

adoption or adaptation of existing fprms. A number of studenfevaluatlon 

forms are available which have already been systematically tested for 

validity and reliability. We should, I believe, Investigate these. If we



do wish to construct our own form again, I believe we should allow time and 

support for validating 1t.

Regarding the Evaluation Process 
My comments 1n this section go somewhat beyopd my analysis of the existing 

student'evaluation form Itself. They are founded 1n this analysis—and I
think my above comments demonstrate I 'am critical of both the Instrument 
and the use made of It—but draw as well upon my seven-year experience 

as an "evaluatee" at Oak ton., Bluntly,.I'm tired, and I think students 

who attend Oakton for any length of time are tired, -I also think staff 

who are responsible for organizing evaluation are tired. He have been 

saturated with evaluation. Therefore, I suggest the following: 

1. Declare a sabbatical on student evaluations. -Except for new full 

and parttime faculty members'(deans can work out criteria for defining >ew"),

faculty'Should not have courses evaluated until spring. 1978 at the earliest. 

This will provide a needed psychological and Intellectual respite from

evaluation saturation and time to accomplish my other suggestions.
2. Establish a special faculty or faculty/administration evaluation 

committee—ah yes, another committee. I envision the charge of this committee
to be the following: 

a. Collect and evaluate existing student evaluation forms 1n use 
at other Institutions with a view of .adopting one or more of these. 

b. If none of these forms seems appropriate, adapt or construct a 
new one(s) for use at Oakton. 

c. Plan and Implement aerogram for pretesting the chosen Instrument(s) 
for both validity and reliability.



d. Consider andmake recommendations regarding 

Form(s) to be used --does every faculty member 
have to use the same form?
Frequency of evaluation — does every faculty member 

have to be evaluated every term? 
Riming of evaluation — must every evaluation occur in the 
same week of the semester?

3. Once aboverecommendations and decisions have been .made, appoint 
one appropriate individual to work out details. for and Implement the student 

evaluation process. This individual will probably need to work closely 

with the data processing staff to design and write programs which' can analyze

data in a form most useful to faculty members, (Incidentally, this Is riot
really a difficult matter, although 1t will take time. The Statistical Package 
for; the Social Sciences software package, which we have, can process a variety 
of data in an effective and flexible manner.) 

Fundamental to all my recommendations are the following principles: .we
need^to clarify the purposes of .evaluation, be flexible 1n Instrument-and 
procedures, and be moderate in the number of evaluations we perform,
 



Table 1 
Means and Standard Deviations 

Evaluative Questions. 

Across-classes 
s~d. X 

Between -classes 
s.d.  

Ql 
Q2 
Q3

Q5 

Q6

1.533 
1.441

1.601

 1.815 

1.388

'-1.472

.832 

.735

-873 

.955

.,737

.808 

1.515; 
1.432 

1.582 

1.822 

1.366 

1.444 

.410

.335
.416.476
33 3

 .379

07 
.08. 

1.420

1.754

.761

".937

1.412 

1.742
.386

.506 

Q9
Q10' 

1.654

1.606
.898 

.852 

1.642

1.593
.502' 

.399 

QH 
Q12 
Q13' 

*Q14 

1.767

1.686

1.965

1.537

.961

.921 

1.122

.836

1.748

1.675

2.061

1.530

.430 

.397

/647

.389



Table 2
Across-d asses 

Pearson's Correlations Maximum N * 8034 
actual N varies 

1 

2 

3/ 
•4

5 

6 

7 
8 

9 

'i 

'.6464 

.4043 

.2957 

,407i 

.3*866 

.4293 

.6022 

.5i88 

2 
 

.3974 

'.3079 

.3978 

.3875 

.3956 

.5511 

.504? 

3            4

.3606 

.4549 

.4338 

.5116 

.4915 

.4478 

'•5

.4025 

.3943 .6.592 

.3720 .5241

.3611 .5192
?3528 .4589 

6 

.5178 

.4803 

.4385 

7 8 

.5335 

.5272 6775 

9

 

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

10

\\ 
12 

.5138 

.4785 

.4827 

!5§4I 

.4583' 

.4582 

.3759 

.3966 

.3731 

.3168 

.3263 

'.306^ 

.3693 

,3915 

.35jH 

.3743 

.3835

.3582

.3684 

.3905 

.367^ 

.5459 

.5019 

46^3 

.5244 

.4551 

.4l9p 

 

.5012 

.4919 

 

,6^01 

13 

14 

15 

\4344 

.4495 

,2677 

.3932 

.4467 

.2624 

.3280 

.3505* 

.2315 

-.2732 

,^i 
.1991 

.3401 

.4397 

'.1499 

.3128 

^6^8 

.1648 

.3360 

.4013 

.1997 

4391 

4S93 
2353 

.388^ 

1??4 

.1990 

.4038 

4437 

.2507. 

.4,852 

4??f 

.2551 

.5241 

.4292 

.2927 

.4794 

.2491 2327 

 

16 .1779 .1737 .1634 .1209 .1174 .1213 .1469 1422 .1350 .1547 •? 391 .^795 J336 1536 .3690 

17 

18 

19 

.2029 

j0260 

.4275 

.1854 

.0195 

.3862 

.1658 

0065 

,3T65

.1320 

-.OOJ 

:?8i$
 

.1356 

- P^O 

,4411 
 

.1580 

- pi?? 
.4266 

,1365; 

- 0188 

,4?40

196? ,0908. 

- fl05fi rum
.5111 .4615 

,166p 

.0263 

.3407 

.1627 

0258 

.3487 

•I82? 

0402 

3390 
 

.1877 

fwip 
.3152 

2513 

nnd*7
.3980. 

4089 

.0843 

,1224 

2034 

0793 

.1114

,0436 

.1377 -.0018 



.K « 5K Table 3
Bettoeen-cl asses 

'.Pearson's Correlations

1

''3
2

4
'5 

6 

7 

6 
9 

i 

.8071 

.5562 

.3296 

.,5515. 

.5091-

.5883 

.7761' 

.7082 

2

.5490 

.3487 

,5746 

.5582 

.5705 

.7424 

.7396 

3 
 

.4464 

.6121 

.5432 

.7285 

.6752 

.6065 

4

 

,4920 

.4338 

•;4681 

^.4343 

.3866 

5 

.8221 

.6535 

L.6941 

.5887 

'6

.6323 

.6095 

.5559 

7 

'.6744 

.6566 

6 

.8203 

9 •10 •11 13 K 15 16 17

 

IB'-

10 

11 

12 
13'' 

':6987 

,6571 

,6763 

,4591 

.7826 

.6929 

.6701 

.4381 

.5179 

.5592 

.5082 

.2017 

.3430 

.3510 

.3013 

.1212 

.4966 

.5369 

.4513 

.2109 

.4817 

.5053 

.4174 

.1839 

'.4954 

.5529 

.5121 

.2740 

.6775 

.6662 

.5956 

.3718 

.6908 

..6394 

.5870 

.3996 

.6846 

.6438 

.4327 

.7184 

,4618 .4605 

14 .5645 .6112 .4535 .3266 .5532 .5757 ,5119 .6001 .5408 .5825 .5714 .5341 .4277  

15 .3647 ,358Q ,.4006 .2317 .1860 .2162 .2983 .3^70 .2775 .3389 .3806 .4,014 .229JL .3218 
 

16 .2491 .2622 .325.5 .1509 .1136 .1451 .'2290 .1906 .2182 .2150 .2069 .1844 .0863 .1787 ,4095

17 .2225 .2384 .3235 .2488 .2465 .'3030 .2551 .3134 .1540 .1982 .2146 .1849 .0378 .4167 .4886 2149 

-mi :QISO 18 -.0201 -.0497 -.174* - T 132; -.2008 -,1762 -.1709 -.1511 -.,06.04 -.084( -;0903 -.0716 .0506 -.1017 

19 .6700 .6546 .6486> ,.3790 ,7235 .6549 .2452 -.1712 ^m .7790 .7204 ;5433 .5902 ,5184 .3245 .5710 .1938 .1631
 



Across-classes 
^Factor Analysis 

'FACTOR. -^EIGENVALUE-',.'* PCT OF VAR CUM PCT
1 6.33304 

0.72704 
89.7 89.7
10.3 100.0

Orthogonal Varltnax.^ Oblique Factor Pattern 
Factor Matrix  (unique loadings)- 

Factor 1Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 2

Ql 0.6W74 0,33190' 0.71858 0.04429 

'Q2

Q3 
.Q4 

.Q5

Q6. 

0.66958

0.36809; 

0.28231 

0.25075" 

0.24170 

0:30176 

.,0.52123 

.0.46038 

0.75623 

0.73389 

0.72935: 

.0.20860. 

..^qU27i6 
-O . 07505 
-0.07'502-'i-'

0.00705. 

0.44133. 

0.8489? 

0.82485 

Q7 0.32254 0.64287 0.08202 0.65800 

09 
0.58607 

0.52898 

0.52233 

0.48589 

0.49862 

0.44222 

-0.34590 

0. 33122 

 

Q10 
'.QU 

•0-. 67458 

0.65388 

.0.2754-5 

0.29704v 

0.75025 
0.71096  

-0.03047

0.00999 

qiz 
q»"

0.67914 

0.58020  

0.23611 

0.26073 

6.76802 

0.&239 

-6.08070; 

0.00513 
Q1.4' 0.49417 0.41677' 0.43324 0.26054.' 

Factor correlations
 I 11 

t. 1.000 .71904 
 -,II '.71904. 1.000 



Between-courses 
Factor Analysis

FACTOR EIGENVALUE .PCT OF VAR CUM PCT

89.2 89.2 :1 7.883/4. 
2 0.95564, J0.£ loo.p 

prthogonal Varlmax Oblique Factor Pattern 
Factor Matrix (unique 'loadings) 

Factor A Factor 2 Factor .1 Factor 2 

0.42129-" 0.73800'JQl 01 74985 OJ7696; 
-q2 0.77086 0.43321 0,75863 ,0. 18205 

0.66550 Q3 0.36958 0.17499. 0.6391V"; 
Q4- 0.17467 O.B2894' -0.0056? '0.56Q58 

.0.258,64 .0.84842 .-0.03531 .0,90868 
0.25001 .06. 0.78638 rO.02023' ..0,837.7^0: 

0.15393^ 0.37098 "•0.72055 0.70495 
Or.63146.. .0.48810-, .0.48960-. 

9 0.63780 0.53698.,.. 0.55407 ,0.36589 
Qio ,0.75219 0.35804 0.76692 ''0,09968 
Qll 0.70737 «; 40527 .-0.69296 "0.17639 
VI 0.72817 0;30756.; 0.75853- 0.04942, 

0.59019 61 05329 0.69^59 -0.19623' 
.0.53752 0.25519. 0.46587 0'.31154 

Factor correlations.

* ii
.1 1.000 .62712 

II .62712 1.000:



 
Table 6

Multiple Correlations: /Course Coheslo'n 
and Instructor Affect explained 

by Student Input 

Course Cohesion 
Instructor^Affect

Across-classes'V Between-classes^
R2, R R2;1

;.36; .13 •..••A2- ...18-'-.' 
.34-- ;n\- .23, .05;.

Independent variables Include required,or elective course»• 
expected grade, frequency ofpreparation; *nd frequency of attendance. 
Sttidents who did not know whether a course.was required wer« excluded from analysis. 

Independent variables Include course averages, on expected 
grade* frequency of preparation, and frequency of attendance,- 
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STUOCNT EWUULTIOtl OP fACUITT

Student Signature [optional? WWT I 

This ts. in evaluation of your Instructor and tht courst. Pitas* jlvt serious consideration 
to the survey. 

The Instructor will us* the Inforaitim to assess his/her effectiveness. Tht e*ri«1itrattoa 
«ill ws« tht infomatto* as part of the total evaluation tf faculty, courst, and programs.

Us* no. 2 D«fle11.

COi«T$

Cowknt on hm •*!!. the tuas, quli»«. and/or projtctt contrjbut* W your ieaHlIng (t.g. d<fftcu)t]i> 
fairness, approprt«te«ess, etc.).

fonent on the walu* of books, out-of-clm , paper*, 1«b», or projects tn this course. 

Khtt did you VUe «st about this courst/instrkctorr 

«)Mt classrood activities did you Tear* best in this courstT 

tfut did you not TU* about this course/lnstructarr 

fro* «hat clissroo* Ktlvltlts* did you Itarn least In £hti covrt«> 

List any specific rtcoaendatlont you havt for tht tmtructor. 

Turn tMr-for fart II 



STUDENT EVAUKTIONW FACW.TY
PART ti 

Please choose the wrds that fit for you. Nark IBM cart.

IF THE STATEMENT DOES NOT APPLY TO THIS COURSE. LEAVE THE SPACE (LANK.

a. Always or ilaost always 
b. Often 
c. SOM of the tlM 
4. *eldo« 
•. Never or tlnost never

1. Yo« know *hat you *re supposed to be learning <a Oils COUTM.

t. You know what you *re supposed to do for this course. 

3. Th« instructor encour*9es tttcntiveness «nd/or participation.

4. The instructor I* available outside of tne dais.

5. Tne instructor is responsive to student's cowits and/or questions. 

t. The instructor is sensitive to and respectful of his/her students. 

7. The Instructor is enthusiastic about th» course.

8. The Instructor pretenu subject Mtter clearly.

«. The iwtructor Is ne11-«rgantMd.

10. leading and writing assigmmts art clear. 

11. Follow up to reading/writing asltonaenti is helpful to your learning. 

17. Assignments are helpful hi your learning. 

13. iualnatloos are helpful in your learning. 

14. Crading is fair. 

IS. To* consider yourtelf a person vno prepares for this course (e.j. class participation, 
exoinatlans, reading aisignaegts. papers, etc. 

16. You attend this class. 

17. Nark on the It* card the snalt letter that corresponds with the grade you expect 
la this course.

a. * 
 

b. i t. £ *. a i. a
18. This course il required In your chosen currlcutuB. a. Yet V No c. Don't know 

19. You nou1d recoipend this Instructor to a friend, a. Yes ». Ho 
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